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Justice League vs. The Legion of Super-Heroes (2022) #1 Jul 28 2022 One thousand years in the future, a Legion of Super-Heroes comes together to dedicate their lives to
recapturing the great age of heroes of the 21st century. When the heroes discover that reality is falling to a great darkness in both times simultaneously, the Justice League and the
Legion of Super-Heroes must team up to stop it all. But what is the connection between the secrets of the new Gold Lanterns and the coming of the Great Darkness? A monumental
DC epic event miniseries!
Legion of Super-Heroes: The Silver Age Vol. 1 Jun 26 2022 It started out as just another Superboy story--on the face of it, perhaps a bit more innovative than most, although it was
published during one of the most creative periods in DC Comics history. It wound up changing the entire comics field. The Legion of Super-Heroes was merely a clever title for a
group of teenage superheroes (only three of whom were actually named) from the far future who went back in time to pay tribute to the greatest teenage superhero of them all--the
Boy of Steel, Superboy. But the interest from comics fans was so great, the super-team was brought back time and time again, in the majority of Superman Family titles. Eventually,
demand grew so strong that the Legion of Super-Heroes was awarded its own continuing series. Legion of Super-Heroes: The Silver Age Vol. 1 collects stories from Adventure
Comics #247, #267, #282, #290, #293, #300-310, Action Comics #267, #276, #287, #289, Superboy #86, #89, #98 and Superman #147.
Legion of Super-Heroes: Before the Darkness Vol. 1 May 26 2022 Pivotal early-1980s Legion of Super-Heroes stories, set just before the epic Great Darkness Saga, are now
available in the first volume of an all-new collection! The greatest heroes of the 30th century star in these classic stories that set the stage for The Great Darkness Saga, one of the
most beloved tales in Legion history! First, the Legion--including Mon-El, Brainiac 5, and Phantom Girl--takes on a Circus of Death! Then, the villainous Dagon strikes, kidnapping
several Legionnaires' parents for ransom! And the Fatal Five return--now working for the Dark Man! Plus, in Secrets of the Legion of Super-Heroes, find out startling new
information from the past of the Legion and their ally R.J. Brande! This volume collects Legion of Super-Heroes #260-271 and Secrets of the Legion of Super-Heroes #1-3.
Legion of Super-Heroes: The Teenage Revolution Oct 26 2019 An amazing collection featuring LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #1-6 and the preview story from TEEN
TITANS/LEGION SPECIAL #1! A bright, defiant, energized team of super-powered teenagers from different worlds forms a team of passionate activists crusading to leave their
mark on a society that has forgotten how to fight for change!
Legion of Super-Heroes: Before the Darkness Vol. 2 Mar 31 2020 Experience the Legionnaires' far-flung adventures leading up to the great darkness saga! The second volume
of the Legionnaire's incredible run is here! Discover the answers to these intriguing mysteries in Legion of Super-Heroes: Before the Darkness, an astonishing collection of actionpacked episodes from acclaimed talents Gerry Conway, Paul Kupperberg, E. Nelson Bridwell, J.M. DeMatteis, Jim Janes, Steve Ditko, Jim Sherman, Frank Chiaramonte, Dave
Hunt, and more! This second and final volume collects The Legion of Super-Heroes #272-283, The Best of DC: Blue Ribbon Digest #24.
The Bastard Legion Oct 07 2020 'High octane SF adventure with Smith's trademark twist' Jamie Sawyer 'An exceptional talent' Peter F Hamilton Four hundred years in the future,
the most dangerous criminals are kept in suspended animation aboard prison ships and "rehabilitated" in a shared virtual reality environment. But Miska Corbin, a thief and hacker
with a background in black ops, has stolen one of these ships, the Hangman's Daughter, and made it her own. Controlled by explosive collars and trained in virtual reality by the
electronic ghost of a dead marine sergeant, the thieves, gangsters, murderers, and worse are transformed into Miska's own private indentured army: the Bastard Legion. Are the
mercenaries just for fun and profit, or does Miska have a hidden purpose connected to her covert past? 'Gloriously action-packed and often brutal military SF adventure . . . This
series launch will keep readers turning pages, eager to see what bloody adventure awaits and how the legion develops into a force to be reckoned with' Publishers Weekly STARRED
REVIEW
The Legion by Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning Vol. 1 Oct 31 2022 From the best-selling creators of ANNIHILATION, Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning's legendary run on the 31st
century heroes is now re-collected in a new graphic novel series, THE LEGION BY DAN ABNETT AND ANDY LANNING VOL. 1! After finding their way back to Earth after
being stranded in a distant galaxy, the Legion of Super-Heroes, including young heroes like Live Wire, Cosmic Boy, Saturn Girl, Chameleon, XS, Brainiac 5.1, Apparition and more,
are faced with protecting the United Planets from the worst threats in the universe. This rebooted 1990s team breathed a whole new life into the legendary Legion, guided by
superstar creators-in-the making Abnett and Lanning. Collects LEGIONNAIRES #78-81, LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #122-125 and LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES SECRET
FILES #2.
Legion of Super Heroes: the Silver Age Omnibus May 14 2021 Now collected in an oversize omnibus edition for the first time, DC proudly presents the LEGION OF SUPERHHEROES: THE SILVER AGE OMNIBUS! Originally introduced in 1958, the Legion of Super-Heroes is a team of super-powered teenagers from the disparate worlds of the 30th
century's United Planets. Each hero had his or her own powers, unique to their planets of origin; together, they stood against evil across the galaxy. Together with 20th century hero
Superboy, this team--originally made up of Saturn Girl, Lightning Lad and Cosmic Boy, but soon numbering in the dozens--fought for justice as they dealt with adolescent
insecurities. Collects ADVENTURE COMICS #247, #267, #282, #290, #293, #300-328; ACTION COMICS #267, #276, #287 and ġ SUPERMAN “ SUPERMAN ANNUAL #4
and SUPERMAN'S PAL JIMMY OLSEN #72, L and SUPERBOY #86, #89, #98 and #117.
The Legion of Super-Heroes: The Great Darkness Saga (New Edition) Feb 29 2020 The godlike Darkseid emerges in the 30th century with an ingenious plot to finally conquer
the universe in Paul Levitz and Keith Giffen's timeless Legion of Super-Heroes epic! Using his faithful minions to acquire all of the mystic artifacts of the time, Darkseid gains
mental control over a race of three billion all-powerful beings. Now, as their universe teeters on the edge of Armageddon, the Legion of Super-Heroes amass their own army of every
champion who ever held the status of Legionnaire to stand against the Dark Lord and his invincible soldiers. But as the Legion suffers defeat after defeat, they realize that salvation
and victory rest in the hands of a mysterious baby that has aged into adulthood before their very eyes! This is the perfect edition of the classic Levitz storyline that was decades ahead
of its time and still stands as one of DC's most enthralling superhero tales! Collects LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #284-296 and ANNUAL #1.
Justice League Vs. The Legion of Super-Heroes (Legion Event) Jan 28 2020 One thousand years in the future, a Legion of Super-Heroes comes together to dedicate their lives to
recapturing the great Age of Heroes of the 21st century. When the heroes discover that reality is falling to a great darkness in both times simultaneously, the Justice League and the
Legion of Super-Heroes must team up to stop it all. But what is the connection between the secrets of the new Gold Lanterns and the coming of the Great Darkness? A monumental
DC epic event miniseries! Collects Justice League vs. the Legion of Super-Heroes #1-6.
Legion of Super-Heroes Five Years Later Omnibus Vol. 2 Jan 10 2021 It's the Legion of Super-Heroes like you've never seen them before, as the heroes of the 30th-century
continue one of their boldest and most controversial eras! As DC's 30th century super-team, the Legion of Super-Heroes had always stood as a shining example of futuristic
optimism--but that changed in 1989 with a new Legion of Super-Heroes series that brought the timeline forward five years. In this even further future, the United Planets became a
darker place, with familiar characters changed and the Earth overtaken by alien invaders--and the team reunited to take on these dangerous new threats. Now this bold and
controversial part of DC history is finally collected in a second omnibus edition, from the creative team of DC legend Keith Giffen and Tom and Mary Bierbaum! Includes
L.E.G.I.O.N. #69-70. Legion of Super-Heroes #40-61, Legion of Super-Heroes Annual #4, Legion of Super-Heroes Annual #5, Legionnaires #1-18, Legionnaires Annual #1, ,Valor
#20-23, and Who's Who Update 1993 #1.
The King's German Legion (1) Sep 17 2021 The formation of the King's German Legion resulted from the occupation of Hanover, their homeland, by the French in 1803. After
assorted expeditions including Copenhagen in 1807 and Moore's retreat to Corunna, the Legion joined Sir Arthur Wellesley in the Peninsula. It was here that they were to earn
undying renown as the crack corps of Wellington's army. The Legion represented about 20% of Wellington's fighting strength and distinguished itself in all the major actions,
including their famous charge at Garcia Hernandez during the Salamanca campaign (1812), which was fought during the Peninsular War (1808-1814).

Soldier of the Legion Apr 24 2022
Legion of Super-Heroes Vol. 1: Millennium Jan 22 2022 "Welcome to the 31st century! Inspired by the acts of and lessons learned from the greatest heroes of all time, the
Legion of Super-Heroes have gathered together to stop a galaxy from repeating its past mistakes.... Why have the Legion of Super-Heroes broken the cardinal rule of the United
Planets and inducted Jon Kent, a.k.a. Superboy, into the Legion? What are they hiding? And what does it have to do with Aquaman's long-lost trident?"-Unbreakable Nov 27 2019 "Breathtaking!"Bliss "Had us up all night just to get to the chilling conclusion…" Sugarscape "A fast-paced, relentless race through a world of demons
and spirits, darkness and light -- and the finish line comes when you least expect it." Ally Condie, bestselling author of the Matchedtrilogy "Strong, engaging characters and a
romance to die for. The twists will leave you breathless." Rachel Caine, New York Times bestselling author of the Morganville Vampiresseries "The narrative is deliciously fluid and
the teen dialogue is sharp and highly believable. Relentlessly fast-paced, the story rarely pauses for a breath with plenty of exciting action scenes." The Bookbag Suspense, romance,
and the paranormal meet in this chilling urban fantasy, the first book in a new series from Kami Garcia, bestselling co-author of the Beautiful Creaturesnovels. Kennedy Waters
didn't believe in ghosts, until one tried to kill her. When Kennedy finds her mother dead, her world begins to unravel. She doesn't know that evil forces in a much darker world are
the ones pulling the strings. Not until identical twins Jared and Lukas Lockhart break into her house and destroy a dangerous spirit sent to kill her. The brothers reveal that her
mother was part of an ancient secret society responsible for protecting the world - a society whose five members were all murdered on the same night. Now Kennedy has to take her
mother's place in the society if she wants to uncover the truth… and stay alive.
Legion of X Jun 02 2020 Krakoa has laws -- but does it have justice? The island nation must safeguard itself against those who would damage its peace or traumatize its people.
The lost must be found, and the wicked must face redemption -- or retribution. It's up to the swashbuckling Nightcrawler to keep the spark alive on the ground...and Professor X's
son Legion to host his unique team in the psychedelic mindspace called the Altar! With Pixie on point, Juggernaut as a one-man riot squad and a host of X-favorites on the beat, the
Legion of X will do anything to protect mutants' right to pursue happiness and hope. But who is the Skinjacker possessing innocent mutants...and will Arakki badass Weaponless
Zsen be friend or foe? The Destiny of X bares its heart and soul right here! COLLECTING: Legion Of X (2022) 1-5
Savage Legion Mar 12 2021 "They call them Savages. Brutal. Efficient. Expendable. The empire relies on them. The Savages are the greatest weapon they ever developed. Culled
from the streets of their cities, they take the ones no one will miss and throw them, by the thousands, at the empire's enemies. If they live, they fight again. If they die, there are
always more to take their place. Evie is not a Savage. She's a warrior with a mission: to find the man she once loved, the man who holds the key to exposing the secret of the Savage
Legion and ending the mass conscription of the empire's poor and wretched. But to find him, she must become one of them, to be marked in her blood, to fight in their wars, and to
find her purpose. Evie will die a Savage if she has to, but not before showing the world who she really is and what the Savage Legion can really do"-Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes Vol. 1 Aug 29 2022 From legendary writer Paul Levitz (THE GREAT DARKNESS SAGA) and artists Mike Grell (GREEN
ARROW, Warlord), James Sherman and more comes SUPERBOY AND THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES. ItÕs the long-awaited wedding of Saturn Girl and Lightning Lad,
with a ceremony bringing together Legionnaires and friends from across galaxies! But amid the celebration, one guestÕs joy for the happy couple is mixed with apprehension:
something is wrong with the 30th century, and only Superboy can see it. To figure out what happened to the LegionÕs future, Superboy and his friends must venture a thousand
years into the past-to 1978! Plus, the Legion face off against the Worldsmith, rescue their billionaire benefactor, take over SuperboyÕs brain and more! Continuing directly from the
LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES ARCHIVES, this volume includes stories from SUPERBOY AND THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #234-240, ALL-NEW COLLECTORSÕ
EDITION C-55 and DC SUPER-STARS #17.
Legion of Super-Heroes: Five Years Later Omnibus Vol. 1 Aug 17 2021 "As DC's 30th century super-team, the Legion of Super-Heroes had always stood as a shining example
of futuristic optimism--but that changed in 1989 with a new Legion of Super-Heroes series that brought the timeline forward five years. In this even further future, the United
Planets became a darker place, with familiar characters changed and the Earth overtaken by alien invaders--and the team reunited to take on these dangerous new threats. Now this
bold and controversial part of DC history is finally collected in an omnibus edition, from the creative team of DC legend Keith Giffen and Tom and Mary Bierbaum!"-Legion: Trauma Nov 07 2020 A mind-bending X-Men tale from the brains of Peter Milligan (X-STATIX, Shade the Changing Man) and Wilfredo Torres (MOON KNIGHT,
BLACK PANTHER)! David Haller, the son of Professor Charles Xavier, has always had trouble containing the multiple personalities in his mind. And with each personality, comes
a wild and dangerous mutant power. But now, a terrifying new personality is threatening to absorb these powers and take over David's mind and body. In a desperate attempt to save
himself, David seeks out the help of renowned young psychotherapist Hannah Jones to delve into his fractured mind and fight back this dark personality. But unknown to
Legion...Dr. Jones brings her own demons with her... COLLECTING: LEGION 1-5
Legion of the Damned Jul 04 2020 In the future, the terminally ill can prolong life by surrendering their consciousness to a cybernetic life form that is then recruited into the
notorious Legion of the Damned, an elite fighting unit charged with protecting humanity.
Legion of Super Heroes: The Silver Age Vol. 1 Jun 22 2019 After years of hiding her powers and heroic deeds from the public, Supergirl is finally revealed to the world! The
story of one of historyÕs greatest heroes continues as Kara Zor-El defends the planet from the likes of Lex Luthor, Mr. Mxyzptlk and more, while teaming-up with Superman, the
Legion of Super-Heroes and her new pet, Comet the Super-Horse. Supergirl: The Silver Age Vol. 2 collects SupergirlÕs backup stories from Action Comics #285-307, by such
talented writers and artists as Jim Mooney, Leo Dorfman and Jerry Siegel.
The Legion of Shadow Mar 24 2022 You have no memory of your past. With only a sword and a backpack to your name, you must discover your destiny in an unfamiliar world
full of monsters and magic. As you guide your hero through this epic adventure, you will be choosing the danger that they face, the monsters that they fight and the treasures that
they find. Every decision that you make will have an impact on the story - and, ultimately, the fate of your hero. With hundreds of special items to discover in each book, you can
completely customise your hero. You can choose their weapons, their armour, their special abilities - even the boots on their feet and the cloak on their back! No two heroes will ever
be alike, which means your hero will always be unique to you. Welcome to a new world. Welcome to Valeron. Welcome to DestinyQuest. PLEASE NOTE THAT ALTHOUGH
THE EBOOK VERSION IS FULLY HYPERLINKED, YOU WILL STILL NEED DICE, PAPER AND A PENCIL TO PLAY!
Legion of Super-heroes - Five Years Later 1 Apr 12 2021 Following the events of Zero Hour, in which DC's timelines were streamlined, the 30st century heroes of the Legion of
Super-Heroes are reunited once more! Following the events of the late 1980s event Zero Hour, which streamlined DC's timelines and chronology, a new version of the Legion of
Super-Heroes emerged, ready to take on evil in their 30th century era. Co-written by legendary Legion artist Keith Giffen with the team of Tom and Mary Bierbaum, this new team
would re-establish the Legion and move the team forward into new adventures. Collects Legion of Super-Heroes (1989) #1-12 and Legion of Super-Heroes Annual #1.
Legion of Super-Heroes Aug 05 2020 The Justice League faces off against Lex Luthor's newly assembled Injustice Gang while the fate of Earth itself hangs in the balance. Plus, the
heroes must race through time to stop a threat to all eternity - the evil god, Darkseid.
Legion of Super-Heroes: Before the Darkness Vol. 1 Nov 19 2021 The greatest heroes of the 30th century star in these classic stories that set the stage for “The Great Darkness
Saga,” one of the most beloved tales in Legion history! First, the Legion-including Mon-El, Brainiac 5, and Phantom Girl-takes on a Circus of Death! Then, the villainous Dagon
strikes, kidnapping several Legionnaires’ parents for ransom. And the Fatal Five return-now working for the Dark Man! Plus, find out startling new information from the pasts of the
Legion and their ally R.J. Brande. This title collects Legion of Super-Heroes #260-271 and Secrets of the Legion of Super-Heroes #1-3.
Future State: Legion of Super-Heroes (2021-2021) #1 Sep 05 2020 Whatever happened to the Legion of Super-Heroes? The team is no more, and the United Planets are in total
chaos as one of the Legion’s own has turned on the entire galaxy! Everyone is affected...and not everyone survived! Ultra Boy tries to put the Legion back together to face the future
head on! Find out the fates of all your favorite Legionnaires like Shadow Lass, Triplicate Girl, Brainiac Five, and Bouncing Boy. Plus, a shocking twist in the Legion mythology-and
a long overdue appearance by the Legion of Substitute Heroes! It’s all here in a truly way-out tale by writer Brian Michael Bendis and artist extraordinaire Riley Rossmo!
Alien Legion Omnibus Volume 1 Sep 25 2019 The Legion, a rough fighting force consisting of space misfits from three galaxies, is sent into the most dangerous and desperate
conflicts in the Galarchy.
The Legion: Magic Feb 08 2021 Canada’s greatest heroes have been reborn in a brand new, pulp-style novel series! As gifted men and women begin appearing around the world,
Canada becomes the first country to form a team of super-humans dedicated to protecting the lives and freedoms of all humanity. But heroes cannot exist without villains and as the
heroes gather together, great evil also begins to rise; not only from ancient realms but inside the hearts of men and women. It will take a Legion to keep the whole world Strong and
Free. The four government approved members of the Legion come face to face with a Yenaldlooshi, an ancient shape-shifter who seeks to replace the President of the United States.
Standing with them are two vagabond heroes, The Black Flag and Snowfall, who have been pursuing the murderous skin-walker for months. In the second half of the book, a wave
of heavily armed Soviet soldiers are unleashed on Canada. But where did they come from and what do they have planned for the world?
The Legion of Nothing Aug 24 2019 Nick Klein's grandfather was the Rocket. For three decades, the Rocket and his team were the Heroes League-a team of superheroes who
fought criminals in the years after World War II. But Nick and his friends have inherited more than their grandparents' costumes and underground headquarters... they've inherited
the League's enemies and unfinished business. In the 1960's, Red Lightning betrayed everyone, creating an army of supervillains and years of chaos. The League never found out
why. Now, Nick and the New Heroes League will have no choice but to confront their past.
Legion of Super-Heroes (2019-) #1 Feb 20 2022 Welcome to the 31st century! Inspired by the acts of and lessons learned from the greatest heroes of all time, the Legion of SuperHeroes have gathered together to stop a galaxy from repeating its past mistakes. The greatest lineup of heroes in comic book history returns with new, fresh, and reader-friendly

stories! Eisner Award-winning writer Brian Michael Bendis reteams with master artist Ryan Sook (Action Comics) for one of the most ambitious mainstream comic books ever
created! Why have the Legion of Super-Heroes broken the cardinal rule of the United Planets and inducted Jon Kent, a.k.a. Superboy, into the Legion? What are they hiding? And
what does it have to do with Aquaman’s long-lost trident?Welcome to the 31st century! Inspired by the acts of and lessons learned from the greatest heroes of all time, the Legion of
Super-Heroes have gathered together to stop a galaxy from repeating its past mistakes. The greatest lineup of heroes in comic book history returns with new, fresh, and readerfriendly stories! Eisner Award-winning writer Brian Michael Bendis reteams with master artist Ryan Sook (Action Comics) for one of the most ambitious mainstream comic books
ever created! Why have the Legion of Super-Heroes broken the cardinal rule of the United Planets and inducted Jon Kent, a.k.a. Superboy, into the Legion? What are they hiding?
And what does it have to do with Aquaman’s long-lost trident?
The Legion (Eagles of the Empire 10) Jun 14 2021 IF YOU DON'T KNOW SIMON SCARROW, YOU DON'T KNOW ROME! THE LEGION is the action-packed tenth novel
in Simon Scarrow's bestselling Eagles of the Empire series. Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Conn Iggulden.'Scarrow's [novels] rank with the best' Independent Egypt, AD
49. Cato, one of the youngest Prefects of the Roman army, and Centurion Macro have a tough posting: to track down and destroy a gang of former gladiators who have turned to
piracy. Driven by vengeance, these hardened brutes have been defiling temples, sinking Roman ships, and slaughtering men, women and children. What's worse is that they are doing
it all under the name of Macro and Cato, in an attempt to stir up a rebellion against the occupying forces. And it's working. If Macro and Cato don't stop the pirates in time, it could
be the beginning of the end for the Roman Empire...
Legion of the Night Jul 16 2021
Justice League vs. The Legion of Super-Heroes (2022) #2 Jul 24 2019 “The Gold Lantern Saga” part two! Who is the Gold Lantern? And what does his power source have to do with
the Great Darkness? Is the Gold Lantern everything it promises to be? The Justice League and Legion of Super-Heroes team up and travel to each other’s time periods to unravel the
mysteries that have led them to the precipice of this Great Darkness.
The Legion by Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning Vol. 1 Sep 29 2022 Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN, Guardians of the Galaxy) and Andy LanningÕs (THE AUTHORITY, Guardians of the
Galaxy) legendary run chronicling the Legion of Super-HeroesÕ adventures are collected here in THE LEGION BY DAN ABNETT AND ANDY LANNING VOL. 1. Joined by
superstar artist Olivier Coipel (Mighty Thor), the creative team introduces an uncertain and exciting future for its greatest heroes with gripping characterization, cosmic-level threats
and epic sci-fi storytelling! Earth at the end of the 30th century. A super-modern age, and the pinnacle of human cultural endeavors. Then came the Blight. Who they are is
irrelevant. What matters is what this highly advanced, techno-organic culture wants: the life energies of the worlds they come across. Upon infiltrating the United PlanetsÕ means of
hyper-accelerated interstellar transportation, the Blight entwine Earth and destroy its forces within hours. Where life once flourished, it now deteriorates. And those who donÕt die
meet a worse fate: they become of the Blight. That includes the Legion of Super-Heroes, the U.P.Õs young champions. Unable to fend off the invaders, their once-great numbers
now serve the Blight and hunt down the last resisting LegionnairesÑthe ones looking to find enough survivors and open one last Stargate to freedom. Earth, the United Planets, the
Legion of Super-HeroesÉtheyÕre all damned. Collects LEGIONNAIRES #78-81, LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #122-125 and LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES SECRET FILES
#2.
Legion of Super-Heroes Vol. 1: Hostile World (The New 52) Dec 09 2020 As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics-The New 52 event of September 2011, The Legion of SuperHeroes has been decimated by the worst disaster in its history. Now, the students of the Legion Academy must rise to the challenge of helping the team rebuildÐbut a threat of
almost unstoppable power is rising at the edge of Dominator space, and if the new recruits fail, the Legion Espionage Squad may be the first casualties in a war that could split
worlds in half! Collects #1-7.
The Bastard Legion Oct 19 2021 'High octane SF adventure with Smith's trademark twist' Jamie Sawyer 'An exceptional talent' Peter F Hamilton Four hundred years in the future,
the most dangerous criminals are kept in suspended animation aboard prison ships and "rehabilitated" in a shared virtual reality environment. But Miska Corbin, a thief and hacker
with a background in black ops, has stolen one of these ships, the Hangman's Daughter, and made it her own. Controlled by explosive collars and trained in virtual reality by the
electronic ghost of a dead marine sergeant, the thieves, gangsters, murderers, and worse are transformed into Miska's own private indentured army: the Bastard Legion. Are the
mercenaries just for fun and profit, or does Miska have a hidden purpose connected to her covert past? 'Gloriously action-packed and often brutal military SF adventure . . . This
series launch will keep readers turning pages, eager to see what bloody adventure awaits and how the legion develops into a force to be reckoned with' Publishers Weekly STARRED
REVIEW
Sherlock Frankenstein & the Legion of Evil: From the World of Black Hammer Dec 21 2021 This mystery set in the world of superheroes follows a reporter investigating what
happened to her father: The Black Hammer, from New York Times bestselling author Jeff Lemire (Descender, Underwater Welder, Old Man Logan). All answers seem to lie in
Spiral City's infamous insane asylum where some of its dangerous super-villain tenants reside. As she gets closer and closer to the truth she uncovers the dark origin stories of some
of Black Hammer's greatest foes and how they tie into the puzzle of what happened to Spiral City's greatest hero. Collects issues 1-4 of the Sherlock Frankenstein series.
Harley Quinn: The Animated Series: Legion of Bats! (2022-) #1 Dec 29 2019 When last we checked in with Harley Quinn, she ate, she banged, and she killed—but now it’stime for
something a little different. Fresh out of the events of Harley Quinn: The Animated Seriesseason 3, Harley has found herself a part of a highly unlikely team—the Bat-Family!
Meanwhile, Poison Ivy has found herself prepping for her new job—leader of the Legion of Doom! But while Harley and Ivy adjust to their respective new roles, a ghost from Ivy’s
past enters the fray and threatens the relationship between everyone’s favorite clown/plant couple!
Legion of Super-Heroes Vol. 2: The Trial of the Legion May 02 2020 Brian Michael Bendis and Ryan Sook’s reinvention of the future’s greatest super-team continues! The
United Planets is less than thrilled with the decision to bring Superboy a thousand years into the future to protect the past. Planet Gotham is under siege. Ultra Boy’s homeworld is on
the verge of all-out war. And as if that weren’t enough, new Legionnaire drama unfolds as Saturn Girl and Cosmic Boy throw down over who should take on the Legion’s leadership!
Plus, Brainiac 5 will reveal a secret that will make one Legionnaire quit the team-and we ask the burning question: Who is the strongest Legionnaire? And in an event fit for the 31st
century, 41 of comics’ greatest artists join the series, with each page of the story starring a different Legionnaire! Plus, an enemy from the past surfaces in the far future, and
romance blooms between Superboy and Saturn Girl! Collects Legion of Super-Heroes #7-12.
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